
19TH AND EARLY 20TH CENTURY ORIENTAL CARPETS 

THAT ARE ORIGINAL WORKS OF ART 



Sultanabad 
9ft. 15in. x 12ft. 3in.   |   circa 1900

Earth-toned, highly stylized flowers on a rare rice-hued backdrop for great decorative impact.
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  one-in-the-world  
character 

great luxury 

authenticity 

a wise investment

practicality

our carpets offer:

The timeless beauty of fine 19th and early 20th century Oriental carpets is legendary. For 

homes ranging from modern to traditional, clients from across the country and abroad seek 

us out because of our great expertise and our ability to acquire breathtakingly beautiful rugs. 

They consistently discover how carpets of enduring quality tremendously personalize their 

homes and offer the enjoyment of connoisseurship.

the contemporary home shines when paired with 
art-level antique and vintage oriental rugs
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Sultanabad 
10ft. 4in. x 14ft. 6in.  |  circa 1900

An exquisite carpet offering a rarely encountered sapphire field and rich apple greens. 
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This century-old Tabriz carpet provides a luxurious base for this Silicon Valley family 

room, creating a gracious, distinctive atmosphere.
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right: Mahajiran Sarouk 
10ft. 6in. x 12ft. 10in.  |  circa 1920

Offering full pile, an elegant, well-spaced design 

on a breathtaking pomegranate field.

above: Manchester Kashan 
9ft. 10in. x 13ft. 5in.  |  circa 1910

Lustrous lamb’s wool illuminating the midnight 

indigo base and dazzling secondary shades.

our carefully selected 
oriental rugs woven 
90 – 170 years ago 
provide a level of 

enjoyment that 
increases over time.  

they present the 
artistic principles of 
balance and harmony 

through their 
sublime colors and 

enrapturing designs.

Our carpets take the color palettes of 
contemporary design to an entirely 
new level. They are authentic art pieces 
presenting countless exotic, naturally 
dyed hues that have matured with 
the passage of many decades. Their 
nuanced patterns reveal numerous 
intentional inconsistencies and an 
astonishing level of workmanship that 
will fascinate all who view them. Our 
rugs are in exceptional condition and 
surprisingly forgiving, making them the 

practical choice as well.
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Hadji Jallili Tabriz 
3ft. 11in. x 5ft.  |  late 19th century

Traditional design expressed in modern tones of burnt 

orange and sage green; a subtle gem.

right: Ferahan Sarouk 
4ft. 3in. x 6ft. 6in.  |  circa 1875

A dramatic showpiece with superb craftsmanship, 

chiseled detail work and rare earth-tone hues.

we are honored to 
be the only oriental 
carpet company ever 

awarded robb report’s 
“best of the best.”

Perfect synchronicity between elegant 

classical rugs and a modern décor.
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Hadji Jallili Tabriz 
9ft. 3in. x 11ft. 9in.   |   3rd quarter, 19th century

A true masterwork depicting the beloved “Garden of Paradise” design representing our renowned  

inventory of collector-level 19th century art carpets.
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Sultanabad 
14ft. x 18ft.   |  3rd quarter, 19th century

From our wide collection of oversize and 

palace-size carpets in sizes 16 x 32, notable 

for its spectrum of formats from casual 

geometric to refined floral, from finely 

detailed to spacious. 

our rugs are the 
“genuine item”  –  true 

labors of love that 
took master weavers 

from months to many 
years to complete. they 
can never be repeated. 

they are impressionistic 
works that perfectly 

capture a timeless 
moment frozen in time.  

The rugs in our collection are deeply 
emotive artworks that will define your 
sense of beauty and sophisticated taste. 
Their rarity, uniqueness and intrinsic 
value also make them precious tangible 
assets that have been acknowledged in 
articles featuring us in publications such 
as Wall Street Journal, Financial Times,  

Robb Report and Art and Antiques.
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right: Bakshaish 
8ft. 3in. x 8ft. 7in. |  late 19th century

From a highly regarded weaving region —  

an extremely artful carpet in seldom-found 

virtually square shape.

below: Serapi Heriz 
8ft. 8in. x 12ft.  |  circa 1900

A style quite popular among clients with 

modern homes, with overscale motifs 

and upbeat hues.
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Laver Kirman 
7ft. 10in. x 11ft. 5in.   |   circa 1875

For lovers of exquisite beauty, every inch artfully imbued; created before market influences standardized the weavers’ work.
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before seeing how 
our art-level carpets 

complement their 
architecture and 

furnishings, many 
clients cannot imagine 

the profoundly 
enriching effect they 

have on a decor.

These Before and After shots aptly demonstrate how introducing a strategically chosen antique 
Oriental carpet contributes tremendous distinction to a room. The addition of our antique 
Sultanabad in this Florida family room (shown in the “After” photo) unifies the expansive 
space and creates an inviting ambiance. Claremont President Jan David Winitz has assisted 
clients for over 32 years in bringing the inimitable magic of fine carpets to contemporary, 

modern, and traditional decors.

A fter

Before
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Ferahan 
9ft. 10in. x 13ft. 5in.   |   late 19th century

Exemplifying the artful use of intentional color striation, known as abrash, to create a sense of dimensionality.
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